Stem cell therapy: a hope for dying hearts.
The restoration of functional myocardium following heart failure still remains a formidable challenge among researchers. Irreversible damage caused by myocardial infarction is followed by left ventricular remodeling. The current pharmacologic and interventional strategies fail to regenerate dead myocardium and are usually insufficient to meet the challenge caused by necrotic cardiac myocytes. There is growing evidence, suggesting that the heart has the ability to regenerate through the activation of resident cardiac stem cells or through the recruitment of a stem cell population from other tissues such as bone marrow. These new findings belie the earlier conception about the poor regenerating ability of myocardial tissue. Stem cell therapy is a promising new approach for myocardial repair. However, it has been limited by the paucity of cell sources for functional human cardiomyocytes. Moreover, cells isolated from different sources exhibit idiosyncratic characteristics including modes of isolation, ease of expansion in culture, proliferative ability, characteristic markers, etc., which are the basis for several technical manipulations to achieve successful engraftment. Clinical trials show some evidence for the successful integration of stem cells of extracardiac origin in adult human heart with an improved functional outcome. This may be attributed to the discrepancies in the methods of detection, study subject selection (early or late post transplantation), presence of inflammation, and false identification of infiltrating leukocytes. This review discusses these issues in a comprehensive manner so that their physiological significance in animal as well as in human studies can be better understood.